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ABSTRACT
In this work, we present the SmartLobby, an intelligent en-
vironment system integrated into the lobby of a research
institute. The SmartLobby is running 24/7, i.e. it can be used
any time by anyone without any preparations. The goal
of the system is to conduct research in the domain of hu-
man machine cooperation. One important first step towards
this goal is a detailed human state modeling and estimation
with head-eye-tracking as key component. The SmartLobby
mainly integrates state-of-the-art algorithms that enable a
thorough analysis of human behavior and state. These algo-
rithms constitute the fundamental basis for the development
of higher level system components. Here, we present our
system with its various hardware and software components.
Thereby, we focus on the head-eye-tracking as a key compo-
nent to continuously observe persons using the system and
customize content shown to them. The results of a multi-
week lasting experiment demonstrate the effectiveness of
the system.
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Figure 1: View into the SmartLobby area.

1 INTRODUCTION
This paper presents the SmartLobby, an intelligent environ-
ment system, built into the entrance area of a research insti-
tute. It allows to present the institute’s ongoing research and
to perform research at the same time. The SmartLobby is
designed for the institute’s major research topic: cooperative
intelligence [4], as the next level of artificial intelligence (AI).
That is, AI systems cooperating with humans in an adaptive
fashion and having a sense for responsibilities in the coop-
eration. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to research on
anthropomorphic interaction mechanisms as well as on in-
novative interactions. It is also important to equip intelligent
systems with competences that adapt the interaction with
the human depending on the situation.
An essential prerequisite is the ability to estimate the

internal and observable human states. Head pose and gaze
are regarded as one major cue to infer the internal human
state. Thus, we developed an unobtrusive remote head-eye-
tracking system that covers the whole lobby area. As a first
step, we employed this system to learn the faces of passers-
by and continuously track their perception of information
shown on a display in the lobby. The information gathered
is used to personalize the content and investigate criteria to
measure interest in content.

2 SMARTLOBBY SYSTEM
General Requirements
Our goal was to design a room that has both a representa-
tive character and an intelligent behavior according to the
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concept of cooperative intelligence [4]. The overall impres-
sion of the room should avoid usual lab impressions such as
cables, extensive sensor rigs or prototypical electronics. A
presentation software has to present the institute and should
welcome visitors or announce talks embedded into a weekly
press review. One major target is the 24/7 operation of the
system’s basic functionalities, i.e. the presentation software,
live feedback, and head-eye-tracking have to run continu-
ously. Furthermore, a fundamental requirement is versatility
and extensibility of the hardware installation to accommo-
date to new research approaches.

Structural Concept
The SmartLobby is located at an essential junction of the
institute’s traveling paths and connects two building parts
with the employee offices and laboratories. With adjacent
administration offices, a coffee kitchen and two meeting
rooms, the SmartLobby is frequently visited by employees
and visitors alike. Fig. 1 gives an image of the lobby. The
room has a size of 6m × 5.5m. A large bar table extends from
the coffee kitchen’s service hatch into the room and features
embedded touch screens. The wooden material of the walls
generates a comfortable atmosphere while the lamella design
maintains a more technical touch. In the upper part the
lamella distance is increased to make them more transparent
for light from the adjacent rooms. Sensors and actors are
either directly built into the wooden wall or attached to
it. Power and network cables are hidden inside the wall to
support a living room atmosphere. In order to keep the room
flexible, the walls feature hidden extension slots that can
house additional sensors, effectors or computation hardware.

Sensors and Effectors
The SmartLobby is equipped with seven imaging devices.
There are three Kinects (XBox One) for providing depth
measurements, three ceiling-mounted RGB cameras (IDS UI-
5250CP-C-HQ, lens 6mm) in the corners for a complete room
overview, and a pan-tilt-zoom-(PTZ)-camera (Axis Q6128,
lens 3.9mm to 46.8mm) for high fidelity scans. The room is
also equipped with two microphone arrays each consisting
of eight pressure zone microphones (AKG C 562 CM, Beyer-
dynamic Classis BM32W). Their arrangement enables sound
localization and highly sensitive speech recognition.
The most straightforward interaction with the system

is the usage of the displays. At the heart of the interac-
tion is a multi-touch-table (MTT) that comprises two touch
displays (scape tangible 55) each having a UHD resolution
(3840 pix×2160 pix) at 55 inch screen diagonal. The left touch
display can be operated not only by finger touches but also
by physical passive and active tokens that trigger certain
information. There is one wall mounted display close to the
MTTwith a 84 inch screen diagonal. The wall along the main

passage features two ultra-wide displays each with a size
of 2.16m×0.35m at a resolution of 3840 pix×600 pix. This
installation enables the interactive control of the displays
as a feedback for persons walking by. Two speakers beside
the large display allow for playing back audio as well as
performing speech-based interaction.
The lamellas in the walls are partially replaced by multi-

color LED stripes. These LED stripes are grouped into eight
segments (two for each wall), which can be controlled inde-
pendently. The light (including the ceiling lights) is driven
by DMX protocol and a LANBox-CLX device.

Software
The large variety of sensors and the generated data cannot be
processed on a single computer. Thus, there is the need for a
versatile middle-ware that allows for distributed processing
as well as fast integration of new sensors and algorithms.
We decided to use ROS [6], which comes with a lot of avail-
able sensor packages (e.g. iai_kinect2, ueyecamera) and
deployable applications (e.g. OpenPTrack). Also ROS pro-
vides means for web-based usage that is independent of the
operating systems involved (ros_bridge). Hence, ROS can
be easily integrated with any kind of hardware as long as an
HTML5-renderer is available.

3 MODULES FOR CONTENT PERSONALIZATION
The SmartLobby features a large variety of modules. The
following sections describe those modules that are important
for content personalization.

People Tracking
For tracking people in the SmartLobby, we employ Open-
PTrack [5]. One important aspect of OpenPTrack is its sup-
port for distributed computing. In our setup, we use one ZBox
(Zotac Magnus-1079k, i5-7500T CPU @ 2.70GHz Quadcore)
for each Kinect. OpenPTrack allows to run point cloud gen-
eration and detection on the ZBox while fusion and tracking
is done on one of the central SmartLobby computers. Hence,
the computational load is highly distributed and data band-
width is reduced as the data-heavy point clouds are not sent
over the network. Three Kinects are arranged on opposite
sites of the room in order to track humans in the lobby on
all reasonable paths.

Head-Eye-Tracking
Head pose and eye gaze are regarded as a major cue to infer
the internal human state [1]. In the context of smart environ-
ments usually vision based remote eye tracking systems are
applied, because of their non-intrusiveness and their possi-
bility to promptly interact with the system. Gaze estimation
relies on high-quality images, which results in a confined
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Figure 2: Head-Eye-Tracking system and unfolding of face database.

tracking box. The enhancement of the tracking box is an
integral challenge of such systems.
We decided to integrate an Axis PTZ-camera, which is

placed above the large display, as it is the most prominent in-
formation hub in the room (see Fig. 2a), in particular weekly
news slides are presented here. With the PTZ it is possible
to track all humans that enter the area and capture their
glances while watching the screen. We developed a simple
kinematic model of the PTZ-camera given the assumption
that the image plane is moving on a sphere located in camera
center. Here, we used a common checkerboard pattern to
retrieve model parameters. Given the possibility to change
the camera’s focal length from 3.9mm to 46.8mm with a
resolution of 10000 steps there could be the same amount of
intrinsic calibrations. Hence, we estimated the actual focal
length (camera scale) for five operation points and generated
a look-up-table.

The PTZ-camera provides an extensive REST-API (VAPIX)
to monitor, parameterize and control the device. We imple-
mented a closed-loop PI-controller, which controls the cam-
era orientation and its zoom by adjusting the velocities of
pan, tilt, and zoom. The controller runs at 20Hz and its major
parameters (Kp and Tn) have been optimized to capture an
entering human within maximal 1.5 s at a maximum PTZ-
camera speed of 90 ◦/s .
The head-eye-tracking-(HET)-system uses tracking mes-

sages fromOpenPTrack as an initial guess for a head position
in order to follow the people’s faces with the PTZ camera.
Head pose and gaze estimation consist of facial landmark
detection and eye shape registration with an average gaze
accuracy of 10 ◦ (see Fig. 1). Given this accuracy, we esti-
mate grid-wise areas-of-interest (AoIs), which are suitable
for other applications. Two examples can be seen in Fig 3b.

Face Recognition
Recognizing individuals entering the SmartLobby is an in-
evitable capability to implement personalized behavior. In
spirit of tighter data protection regulations and its uncer-
tain reading, we decided to implement an anonymized face
recognition. The system learns new faces in an unsupervised
fashion without associating the actual names of the users
and still providing unique ID numbers.

Our face recognition system is based on the dlib library [2]
and the HET-module outcomes. Two processes are running
in parallel: First, every time the HET-module gives a head
pose, the system tries to recognize a face. To this end it
passes an image cutout of the head pose to the face recog-
nition of the dlib-library, which transforms these into a
128-dimensional face-feature-vector. Then the measured fea-
ture vector is used to search for the most similar face model
in the database and its unique ID. Second, all face RoIs of
a coherent head tracking are filtered according to particu-
lar requirements (brightness, orientation, sharpness). The
remaining RoIs are assumed to relate to a single individual
and the facial-feature-vector is computed for each RoI. By
using the aforementioned search method an available face
model either is augmented or a new face model is created.

Fig. 2b shows the face database unfolding over a period of
several weeks. Currently, approximately 100 researchers are
with the institute and should regularly pass-by the Smart-
Lobby. The automatic enrollment prefers to enrich the data-
base with persons that are captured by the HET-system,
i.e. persons that either are present in the lobby or interact
with the screens. Over time, the number of enrolled faces
continuously increases, whereas the percentage of unknown
faces reduces continuously. It can be observed that the sys-
tem generates more IDs than the expected 100 researchers.
There are two main reasons: First, the system also captures
guests and maintenance staff. Second, the system sometimes
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Figure 3: (a) View when standing in front of the multi-touch-table. When there is no mutual interaction with the tokens,
a weekly update slide show is presented continuously. (b) We are collecting statistics on the interest and acceptance of the
individual slides. The glance frequencies are rather similar for slideswith the same structure and content. (c) The experimental
group is shown slides it has not seen yet.

creates more than one instance for a person, which needs to
be improved in the future.

Content Personalization
A major task of the SmartLobby is to represent the insti-
tute and to visualize ongoing research activities with their
achievements. For this purpose, we decided to use multi-
touch displays as interaction hubs, which not only react on
touch gestures but also recognize physical tokens placed on
the displays (see Fig. 3a).
During idle times a news slide show welcomes visitors,

announces talks and comprises a weekly updated press re-
view. Typically a dozen pages are repeatedly shown, each
for 2min. Given the face recognition and the area of interest
analysis, the system can memorize the slides a passerby has
already seen. We conducted a simple experiment and divided
the passersby into two groups. As soon as an experimental
group participant enters the lobby, the slide show skips to
pages that have not been seen yet. Fig. 3c shows the impact
of this intervention. The median viewing time is similar for
both groups with about 1 s. This seems rather short, but it
includes also people passing by without reading the screen.
Apparently, skipping the pages attracts the attention of the
passersby and increases the median viewing time to 4 s.
We investigated the reading behavior for different con-

tent categories: tech news and publication announcements.
Fig. 3b shows the glance frequency distribution for the publi-
cation slides. The gaze transition entropy [3] is a promising
criteria to measure interest in content: Though the median
entropy is similar for the two categories with 2.8 , the en-
tropy variance for the news slides is more than twice as big.

This demonstrates, that different news topics cause a larger
spread in the gaze transition entropies of the readers.

4 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have presented an intelligent environment integrated
into the lobby of a research institute. The so-called Smart-
Lobby is running 24/7 and can be used for presenting our
institute as well as conducting research in the domain of
human machine cooperation. With a head-eye-tracking sys-
tem, that covers the whole lobby, and an anonymous face
recognition we personalize a news feed shown in the lobby.
Our results show the positive personalization impact by in-
creasing the median viewing time. We investigated gaze
transition entropy as a measure for interest in the news feed
slides. As a next step, we will enhance the personalization
by also considering the personal interest.
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